The reinforcement and healing of asphalt mastic mixtures by rejuvenator encapsulation in alginate compartmented fibres
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Abstract

This paper explores the potential use of compartmented alginate fibres as a new method of incorporating rejuvenators into asphalt pavement mixtures. The compartmented fibres are employed to locally distribute the rejuvenator and to overcome the problems associated with spherical capsules and hollow fibres. The work presents proof of concept of the encapsulation process which involved embedding the fibres into the asphalt mastic mixture and the survival rate of fibres in the asphalt mixture. To prove the effectiveness of the alginate as a rejuvenator encapsulating material and to demonstrate its ability survive asphalt production process, the fibres containing the rejuvenator were prepared and subjected to Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Uniaxial Tensile Test (UTT). The test results demonstrated that fibres have suitable thermal and mechanical strength to survive the asphalt mixing and compaction process. The CT scan of an asphalt mortar mix containing fibres demonstrated that fibres are present in the mix in their full length, undamaged, providing confirmation that the fibres survived the asphalt production process. In order to investigate the fibres physiological properties and ability to release the rejuvenator into cracks in the asphalt mastic, the Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) and optical microscope analysis were employed. To prove its success as an asphalt healing system, compartmented alginate fibres containing rejuvenator were embedded in asphalt mastic mix. The three point bend (3PB) tests were performed on the asphalt mastic test samples and the degree to which the samples began to self-heal in response was measured and quantified. The research findings indicate that alginate fibres present a promising new approach for the development of self-healing asphalt pavement systems.
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1. Introduction

Asphalt pavement is a self-healing material [1]. When subjected to rest periods, asphalt pavement has the potential to restore its stiffness and strength by closing the micro cracks which occur in the material over time. Cracks form in the asphalt pavement as a result of
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traffic loads and severe environmental conditions. Long exposure to these conditions causes the asphalt pavement to age and this, in turn, reduces its ability to self-repair. However, it is possible for a pavement to recover its self-repair mechanism via the addition of bitumen with a higher penetration value or via the addition of a rejuvenating agent [2-5].

A rejuvenator is an engineered cationic emulsion containing maltenes and saturates. The primary purpose of rejuvenator is to diffuse into the aged binder and restore its original molecular structure in order to extend the pavement life. Pavement lifespan is extended by adjusting the properties of the asphalt mix, i.e. reducing its stiffness [3]. Some commercially available rejuvenating agents include: Modeseal R20, Reclamite, Paxole 1009, Cyclepave and ACF Iterlene 1000. A recent study by Garcia et. al. [6] and Su et al. [7] demonstrated that a by-product of vegetable and waste cooking oil can also be used as a rejuvenator. When the cracks within the surface layer of the asphalt pavement are still in an early phase, it is possible to apply a rejuvenator thereby preventing further crack propagation and pavement failure [8]. By applying the rejuvenator to the surface course, the life span of the asphalt pavement can be extended by several years, although, this only applies to the top centimetres of the asphalt pavement. Rejuvenator applied to the surface of the asphalt pavement does not penetrate further than 20mm into the asphalt pavement [9]. Therefore, any damage (cracks) that occur elsewhere in the asphalt pavement will not be repaired by surface level treatments. A further issue encountered when applying the rejuvenator to the asphalt pavement is the necessity for road closures. The rejuvenators may also cause a significant reduction in the surface friction of the pavement and may be harmful to the environment. The inclusion of a rejuvenator into the asphalt mix via microcapsules offers the potential to overcome these problems [7, 10-12]. The underlying principle is that when micro cracks begin to form within the pavement system, they will encounter a capsule. The fracture energy at the tip of the crack will open the capsule, thereby releasing the rejuvenator. The rejuvenator diffuses into the asphalt binder, softens the binder allowing it to flow and seal up the crack, thus preventing its further propagation. The process prevents the formation of micro cracks within the pavement mix and thus will prevent the complete failure of the pavement system. Su and Schlangen [11] and García et al. [12] demonstrated that various types of capsules containing rejuvenator can be produced and that these capsules are sufficiently thermally and mechanically stable to survive the asphalt production process. However, a difficulty with this approach is that large amounts of microcapsules are needed to make the process effective. The addition of large quantities of microcapsules into the asphalt mix can reduce the quality of the pavement which itself may
cause premature pavement failure. Garcia et al. [6] and Sun et al. [13] reported that asphalt stiffness was reduced when microcapsules were added. They explained that softening of asphalt binder (viscosity reduction) was caused by the rejuvenator release. However, it is well documented [14] that deformation in the asphalt mix is caused by sand granulates. It is possible that due to the inclusion of microcapsules, sand like particles caused increased asphalt mix deformation, i.e. rutting. Furthermore, the chemical compounds used in the production of microcapsules, such as melamine–formaldehyde [15], in large quantities could pose an environmental threat via leaching. The encapsulation of rejuvenator in alginate-based compartmented fibres is explored here as a solution to these problems in asphalt mixtures. Alginates are linear water soluble polysaccharides comprising of (1 – 4) linked units of α-D – mannuronate (G) and β-L – guluronate (M) at different proportions and different distributions within the chains [16]. Their functional properties are strongly related to composition (G/M ratio) and sequence of the uronic acids. The chemical formula for sodium alginate is: C_{6}H_{7}O_{6}Na and its structural formula is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 Structural formula of Sodium Alginate.](image)

Alginates are present in brown algae and can also be found in metabolic products of bacteria, e.g. pseudomonas and azotobacter [17-19]. Alginates are commonly used as food additives, gelling agents, wound dressings and for drug delivery [20-22]. Currently the alginate has been investigated for use in the field of material self-healing technology. It has been used for the encapsulation of: i) bacteria in microcapsules for concrete healing [23] and ii) healing agent (solvents) for thermoplastic composite material healing [24-26]. The main advantages of the sodium alginate as encapsulating material are that it is:

i) low cost,
ii) organic, low environmental impact,
iii) self-degrading.
This paper investigates the applicability of the compartmented alginate fibre containing rejuvenator as a healing agent delivery and healing triggering mechanism for asphalt pavements. To prove the concept, compartmented alginate fibres containing rejuvenator were prepared and embedded in an asphalt mastic mix. The asphalt mastic test samples, with and without fibres, were subjected to a testing programme, which consisted of multiple three point bend (3PB) loading and healing events. The degree of self-healing initiated in the test samples was then measured and quantified. This research demonstrates the first promising results using alginate to promote asphalt healing and paves the way for future research in this area.

2. Experimental

2.1 Numerical study of fibres vs microcapsules
In order to verify the benefits of the fibres over microcapsules and to optimise the amount of fibres in the mix, a numerical modelling approach was used. The model was created using Matlab software. The model simulates packing of the microcapsules and fibres in a given volume of asphalt pavement. The Monte Carlo simulation technique was used to analyse the probability distribution of volume released at a crack plane from spherical capsules and from capsule agglomerates emulating compartmented fibre architectures.

2.2 Materials and production processes

2.2.1 Compartmented Alginate Fibres Production
The compartmented fibres were spun from an emulsion of rejuvenator suspended in a water solution of sodium alginate. To this aim a 6 wt.% solution of sodium alginate in de-ionized water was prepared. At the same time a 2.5 wt.% poly(ethylene-alt-maleic-anhydride) (PEMA) polymeric surfactant solution was prepared by dissolving the copolymer in water at 70°C and mixing it for 60min. After the PEMA has been dissolved in the water it was allowed to cool to room temperature (20±2°C) and was added to the rejuvenator in proportion of: 40% PEMA and 60% rejuvenator, forming a healing agent solution. Sodium alginate and PEMA/rejuvenator solutions were then combined in rejuvenator/alginate 1/1.3 proportion. The solution was mixed at 40rpm for 20 seconds. It is important to note that the stirring rate and stirring time can be used to control the size of the rejuvenator droplets in the solution and thus the size of the rejuvenator compartments [11, 25]. If the stirring rate is low and stirring time is short, the droplets will be larger, but if the stirring rate is high and the stirring time is long, the droplets will be smaller.
The emulsion was then spun with a plunger-based lab scale wet spinning line in a conventional wet spinning process [25, 26] to form the rejuvenator-filled compartmented fibres. A spinneret containing one capillary of 0.5mm diameter and 1.5mm length was used. The extrusion rate was 1.93 cm$^3$/min and the take up speed was 19.1 m/min. The coagulation bath was 0.8m long and contained a 0.45M solution of CaCl$_2$·6H$_2$O. More details on the fibre preparation and spinning process can be found elsewhere [26]. All chemicals used in the process were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, The Netherlands. Figure 2 shows an image of a compartmented alginate fibre encapsulating rejuvenator captured by optical microscope technique.

![Figure 2 An image of a compartmented alginate fibre encapsulating rejuvenator captured by optical microscope. Plane polarised light imaging. Field of view is approximately 3mm.](image)

### 2.2.2 Asphalt mastic mix design and mixing procedure

In an effort to evaluate the efficiency of rejuvenator encapsulated in compartmented alginate fibres, a porous asphalt mastic mix was designed. The objective was to reproduce mastic mix proportions as they exist in a typical open graded asphalt wearing courses used in the Netherlands [4, 27]. The composition of porous mix design is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Constituent</th>
<th>% content in mix without fibres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 22.4 – 16</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16.0 – 11.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 11.2 – 8.0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 8.0 – 5.6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5.6 – 2.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the porous asphalt mix designs, as shown in Table 1, the mastic mixtures constituent proportions were calculated using the following approach:

\[ C_M = \frac{100 \times C_{PA}}{\sum C_{PA}} \]  

(1)

where:

\[ C_M \] = percentage of a constituent in the mastic mix (e.g. sand),
\[ C_{PA} \] = percentage of a mastic mix constituent in the porous asphalt mix (e.g. sand),
\[ \sum C_{PA} \] = sum of percentages of all mastic mix constituents in the porous asphalt mix (e.g. sand and filler).

The mastic mix proportions were calculated using only constitutive materials passing through a 2 mm sieve size, namely sand and filler. The sandstone used (greywacke) was sourced from the Bremanger quarry in Norway, the filler material used was hydrated lime (Wigro 60K) and for the bitumen, pen 70/100 was used in this research. Table 2 summarises these mix constituents and shows their proportions in the mix with and without fibres. The length of the fibres included in the mix was 10mm.

Table 2 Mastic mix design. Percentage content of constituents is given by weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Constituent</th>
<th>% content in mix</th>
<th>% content in mix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>without fibres</td>
<td>with fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitumen</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the mastic mix design stage, it was important to consider the binder film thickness on the aggregate. Having removed the large aggregates (> 2 mm) from the mix, it was necessary to establish the binder film thickness for the remaining fine aggregates (≤ 2 mm) in order to calculate the required added binder content for the mix. The binder film thickness should remain consistent between the original porous mix and the mastic mix. In order to ensure this, the standard calculation of bitumen film thickness as presented within the Shell Bitumen Handbook [28] was employed.

\[ T = \frac{b}{100-b} \times \frac{1}{D_b} \times \frac{1}{SAF} \]  

(2)
where:

\[ T = \text{bitumen film thickness (m)}, \]
\[ D_b = \text{density of bitumen (kg/m}^3\text{)}, \]
\[ SAF = \text{surface area factor (m}^2/\text{kg)}, \]
\[ b = \text{bitumen content (%).} \]

The data presented in Table 2 illustrates an increase in added binder content in the mastic mix in comparison to the 4.5% typically used in the binder course mix. This occurs as a result of the increase in the surface area of the aggregates in the mastic mix. The mastic mix contains only fine aggregate, which has a greater surface area than a mix containing large aggregates. The surface area of the porous asphalt mix was 2.4 m\(^2\)/kg, whereas for mastic it was 16.9 m\(^2\)/kg. In order to ensure the retention of the same aggregate binder film thickness, a greater percentage of binder was added to the mastic mix. By gauging the exact volumetric composition of the original mix the target density of the mastic mix was 2.0g/cm\(^3\).

The asphalt mastic mix was prepared using a 5l Hobart mixer. Prior to mixing, all mix constituents were preheated to 160\(^\circ\)C for 2 hours. During the mixing process sand, filler and bitumen were mixed first, fibres were gradually added to the mix in order to avoid conglomeration of fibres within the mix. The fibres were gradually inserted into the mastic mix which resulted prolonged asphalt mixing period causing the mix to cool down and reduce its workability. Therefore, the mix had to be reheated several times at 160\(^\circ\)C. The Final mixing was performed by hand, in order to ensure that the mix constituents (sand, filler and fibres) were fully and evenly coated by the bitumen.

**2.3 Fibre and composite characterization**

**2.3.1 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM)**

The Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) was used to evaluate the morphology of the rejuvenator compartments within the sodium alginate fibres. For this purpose, a Philips XL30 ESEM system was employed. Low accelerating voltage of 10kV and a beam current of less than 1nA were used to limit the electron beam damage on the heat sensitive polymeric fibres.
2.3.2 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

The thermal stability characterization of Sodium Alginate fibres containing rejuvenator was performed using NETZSCH STA 449 F3 Jupiter TGA system, at a scanning rate of 6.5°C/min in Argon gas (Ar) at flow of 50 ml/min.

2.3.3 Uniaxial Tensile Test (UTT)

The rejuvenator-containing alginate fibres were tested in tension using a micro tensile testing machine with 50N load cell and at a cross-head speed of 0.01mm/s. Fibres (cut from a continuous filament of approximately 10m long) were glued onto supporting brass plates with a gauge length of 4 mm accordingly. A batch of 20 fibres were tested successfully. The fibre strain was measured from the machine cross-head displacement taking into account the system compliance.

2.3.4 Micro-CT Scan

The X-ray micro-tomography was used to observe whether the fibres survived the asphalt mixing and compaction procedure. For this purpose a Phoenix Nanotom CT scanner with a resolution of (4 µm³) per voxel was employed.

A bitumen test sample of dimension 20mm diameter and 23mm height was produced containing the 20% fibres by weight. However, a difficulty was that fibres are of similar density as asphalt binder and could not detected by the X-ray tomography. In order to visualise the fibres in the asphalt mastic mix, the alginate fibres were gold coated using the plasma sputtering technique, a Balzer Union sputter coater model SCD 040 was used.

The samples were rotated along their longitudinal axis and three X-ray attenuation images were recorded and averaged every 0.25⁰. The image reconstruction was done using the GE software and slide volume was calculated using the Volume Studio Max software from Volume Graphics. The ImageJ 3D Viewer software was employed in order to reconstruct the 3D image of the fibres in the mastic mix. The X-ray tomography in combination with computer graphics allowed visualizing the fibres survival of the asphalt mixing and compaction processes and distribution of the fibres throughout the asphalt mastic specimen.

2.3.5 Optical microscopy

A Leica 2500P polarised light microscope was used to observe the rejuvenator release from the fibre compartments and its capillary flow. A microscopic image of the samples were
acquired with a Leica DFC310FX digital camera at 1392 × 1040 uninterpolated resolution for image analysis and publication.

Several attempts were made to record the rejuvenator release from the capsule into the crack within the asphalt mixture, but due to the very close density of asphalt bitumen, rejuvenator and alginate fibre and same colouring it was not possible to capture the rejuvenator release using any of the above mentioned techniques (ESEM, CT Scan or Optical microscopy). Therefore, a sample was prepared by placing an alginate fibre containing rejuvenator capsules onto the object glass. The cyanide acrylate was used as glue, which was applied on top of the fibre imitating a transparent bitumen matrix. An artificial incision was made in the glue matrix and fibre using a surgical scalpel. The software Leica LAS Live Image Builder was used to record the rejuvenator release and its capillary flow.

2.4 Fibre ageing and healing evaluation of asphalt mastic mixtures

2.4.1 Three-Point Bend (3PB) test

The Three-Point Bending (3PB) test method, as described in ASTM E 1820 [29], was employed to determine the healing efficiency of the rejuvenator encapsulated in the compartmented sodium alginate fibres. Test specimens (length = 120mm, width = 25mm and thickness = 20mm) were cast in specially designed silicon moulds. The notch was not machined in the test specimen in order to allow formation of micro crack at underside of the test specimen and to initiate multi crack healing events. Schematic representations of the test system and test sample are presented in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** a) Schematic representation of a 3PB test specimen, b) view of the 3PB loading fixture.

The 3PB test configuration was selected because it allows testing of both fibre functionality (compartment opening, release of the healing agent into the cracked matrix) and the effectiveness of the healing agent (rejuvenation, adhesion restoration of the separated...
surfaces). This test configuration offers several advantages with respect to other testing set-ups in order to test multiple release and healing with the same fibre [25, 30]. The 3PB test geometry allows localization of the damage (development of micro cracks) along the underside specimen face. It allows for the initiation and growth of micro cracks along the surface, demonstrating that the healing system is capable of multi crack healing and also testing the fibre healing function for subsequent (multiple) healing events. The test also allows for large cracks to form rapidly which causes full test specimen failure, this can be achieved by increasing the loading rate or reducing the test temperature [30].

The three-point bending tests were conducted on an Instron 8872 10kN uniaxial testing frame. The tests were conducted at test rate of 0.1mm/s. The displacement was measured from the machine cross-head displacement taking into account the system compliance.

The testing programme comprised of two test regimes:

i. Ageing effect on fibre within asphalt mastic,

ii. Healing efficiency of the asphalt mastic containing fibres.

2.4.2 Ageing effect on fibre within asphalt mastic

In order to investigate short and long term ageing effects on the compartmented fibres containing rejuvenator, the asphalt mastic mix containing alginate fibres, as shown in Table 2, was prepared and beam test specimens shown in Figure 3 were produced. The ageing programme consisted of three protocols:

i. No ageing,

ii. Short ageing, 4 hours at 135°C in forced air draft oven – representing 2 years field ageing.

iii. Long term ageing, 4 hours at 135°C followed by 4 days at 85°C in forced air draft oven – representing 15 years field ageing.

The ageing protocol was adopted from Kliewer et. al. [31]. Recently Casado Barrasa et. al. [32] successfully used a similar protocol to investigate the effect of short and long term ageing of the asphalt mix containing microcapsules encapsulating asphalt binder rejuvenator.

2.4.3 Healing efficiency of the asphalt mix containing fibres

The testing programme consisted of two protocols:
Test 1. bending at 20°C to allow micro crack formation followed by healing at 20°C during different times.

Test 2. bending at -5°C to allow large crack formation, i.e. full failure, followed by healing at 20°C healing at different times. Up to three bending-healing cycles were applied using both protocols.

Table 3 summarises the healing programme for both tests. The increased healing period for each consequent step was used because it was expected that after each bending test, the damaged area in the test specimen would increase and require a longer healing period. A similar bitumen healing programme was reported by Qiu et al. [33]. The reasoning behind the increase of the healing time for the test 2, in comparison to test 1 healing programme, was the large damage (crack) area of the test specimen. It was thought that with increased healing time, the material recovery will improve.

Table 3 Healing programme for Test 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healing stage</th>
<th>Test 1 – bending temperature 20°C</th>
<th>Test 2 – bending temperature -5°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 mins after first bending</td>
<td>3h after first bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1h after second bending</td>
<td>12h after second bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3h after third bending</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Numerical model fibres vs microcapsules

Figure 4 a) and b) illustrates the two models, where capsules and fibres constitute 5% of the model volume (1mm³). Figure 4c) shows the compartmented fibre model packed in a model of 1mm³ volume, constituting 5% of the model volume (this volume is equivalent of 5% microcapsules/fibres in asphalt mix by weight as presented in Table 2). The model allows control of the capsule radius, where \( r = 50\mu m \) with a standard deviation of 25 and max radius = 100\( \mu m \) and min radius = 25\( \mu m \). The fibre radius is also \( r = 50\mu m \), where its radius/length ratio was ¼. Due to the small size of the capsule and fibre radius model, the volume of model had to be small, in this case 1mm³. When a planar crack is introduced along the length of the model, all of the capsules and fibres intersected by the crack are considered to be fractured. Full capsule or fibre volume is used in calculation of rejuvenator volume released in the crack, i.e. thickness of the capsule or fibre walls is not taken in account.
The Monte Carlo simulation technique was used to analyse the probability distribution of volume of rejuvenator released at a crack plane from spherical capsules and from capsule agglomerates. Each model is randomly sampled 1000 times and an average result was taken as an indicator of the volume of rejuvenator released. The results in Figure 5 show that the amount of rejuvenator released via hollow fibres is double than that released by the microcapsules. However, a potential difficulty with the use of hollow fibres within an asphalt pavement is that if the volume of rejuvenator released is greater than volume of the crack it can cause over-softening of the binder and thus reduce material stiffness in the asphalt pavement, this may induce rutting in the pavement. Another disadvantage of hollow fibres as a rejuvenator delivery system is that they only work for one healing event (one crack healing). Any additional cracks occurring in the pavement will propagate though the pavement layer and potentially cause pavement failure. The use of compartmented fibres provides a potential solution to these issues. Compartmented fibres store the healing agent in the pockets throughout the length of the fibre. For this study, it was decided to create compartment fibres by joining microcapsules into a single fibre. Each capsule in a specific fibre is of a same size, though the fibre size and length in the model can vary. Figure 4c) shows the numerical model compartmented fibres packed in a model of 1mm$^3$ volume. The results show that using compartmented fibres allows a reduced volume of rejuvenator to be released into the crack, see Figure 5. The results also demonstrate that volume of the capsules within the mix has a minimal effect on rejuvenator release, indicating that capsule size controls the amount of rejuvenator released. These results confirm that the best solution for encapsulation of the rejuvenator in the self-healing asphalt pavement system is the compartmented fibre method.
3.2 Rejuvenator encapsulation and fibre behaviour

Figure 6 shows several ESEM images of compartmented fibres. As can be seen in Figure 6, the rejuvenator was distributed along the fibre axis. The cross-sectional image illustrates that the compartments are contained within the core of the fibre, and have not induced significant change in the local filament diameter. Under non-optimized processing conditions, fibres with an average 170 µm diameter, an average compartment diameter of 65µm and an aspect ratio (length to diameter) of 4.0, were obtained.

Figure 7 shows a) fibre compartment filled with the rejuvenator and b) the release of the rejuvenator from the alginate fibre compartment and rejuvenator capillary flow into the crack. These images demonstrate that alginate compartment fibres can deliver rejuvenator for local damage repair within asphalt mastic mixtures.
The results from the Uniaxial Tensile Strength (UTS) test are presented in Figure 8. The results show that the UTS of the fibres is 39MPa and Young’s modulus (E) of 0.64GPa. These results confirm previous research findings, which indicated that UTS of compartmented alginate fibres containing healing agent is in the range of 37-50MPa [25]. The results also show large variation in the test results, this is due to the variation in the compartment size. Prajer et. al. [25] indicated that fibres with large compartments have UTS of 37MPa and fibres with small compartments have UTS of 50MPa. Due to the large difference between asphalt mixing and compaction procedures (laboratory and plant) it is difficult to predict exact loading conditions that will be applied onto the fibres during the asphalt mixing process. It has been reported in literature that the typical compaction pressure applied during the asphalt pavement production process range from between 0.6MPa (Gyratory Compactor) and 12MPa (Duriez test) [34, 35]. These results indicate that compartmented fibres containing rejuvenator have sufficient mechanical strength to survive the asphalt pavement production process. Furthermore, these results also confirm that fibres have sufficient strength to reinforce the strength of the asphalt mastic matrix. The authors previously reported [30] that the UTS of asphalt mastic at a loading rate of 0.01mm/s, is 0.5MPa. This is substantially lower than the UTS of the alginate fibres (the lowest recorded fibre UTS was 13.12MPa).
Figure 8 Uniaxial tensile test results of sodium alginate compartmented fibres containing rejuvenator

3.3 Asphalt mixture

Figure 9 shows the results of the TGA analysis. The compartmented fibres lost 25% of their weight at 270°C, and a further weight loss of 9% during the asphalt mixing process (temperatures of 160°C) most likely due to residual water evaporation from the calcium alginate. These results indicate that the alginate fibre can, in principle, resist the high processing temperatures of the asphalt mixing process.

Figure 9 Sodium Alginate Compartmented fibres containing rejuvenator TGA test results.
Micro x-ray tomography was used to investigate the survival of the alginate fibres during the asphalt mixing and compaction process. Figure 10 shows a 3D reconstructed image of the fibres within the asphalt specimen. Fibres account for 20% of the mix volume. To confirm that the fibres were not cut during the asphalt mortar mixing process, the fibre length was measured using CT Scan images. The original length of fibres (when inserted into the mix) was 10mm on average. The fibres measured in the CT Scan indicates an average fibre length of 8mm. However, because the edges of the fibres were embedded into the body of the specimen, the full length of the fibres could not be measured from the images. This indicates that the fibres were not broken or damaged during the asphalt mixing process. Figure 10 shows intact fibres throughout the specimen, indicating a high fibre survival rate. These results correspond with the TGA and UTT results.

![Figure 10 X-ray tomographic images of fibres distribution in a porous asphalt mastic mix, a) 3D view of the test specimen, b) cross sectional view along the specimens diameter and c) cross sectional view along the specimens length.](image)

The effect of ageing on the fibres within the asphalt mastic mix programme is presented in Figure 11. The results indicate that short term ageing (2 years) has no effect on the fibres, i.e. the stiffness of the asphalt mastic increases rather than decreases. However, longer term ageing (15 years) shows a softening of the asphalt mastic. This indicates that the rejuvenator is released. These results concur with those presented by Casado Barrasa et. al. [32], which indicates that short term ageing had no effect on the polymeric microcapsules containing rejuvenator, but that long term ageing resulted in the rejuvenator release and asphalt binder softening. Figure 12 illustrates that some of the fibres have survived the long term ageing process and did not disintegrate during the 3PB test loading. These findings indicate that alginate is as durable as polymeric microcapsules (methanol–melamine–formaldehyde
(MMF) prepolymer) [11, 32] and is a suitable material for the encapsulation of asphalt binder rejuvenator.

Figure 11 Short and long term ageing effect on the strength of the asphalt mastic mix containing fibres

![Graph showing stress-strain relationship for no ageing, 2 years ageing, and 15 years ageing](image)

Figure 12 Long term aged asphalt mastic test sample containing fibres, crack after 3PB test.
3.4 Healing efficiency

The strain at break of the fibres obtained from the fibre UTS was used to estimate the strain at which fibre compartments will break. With this, 0.06% strain was selected for the first bending leading to the opening of all the compartments in the cross-section, healing agent release and micro cracks development in the outer layer of the beam. An analysis of the three-point bending results and a visual observation by optical microscopy confirmed the fibre breakage and the release of rejuvenator into the asphalt mastic mix, see Figure 13.

![Figure 13 A broken fibre releasing the rejuvenator at asphalt mastic mix crack surface.](image)

Figure 14 and 15 show the results of the 3PB test and material strength and its recovery after healing. Both tests, conducted at ambient temperature (20°C) and at low temperature (-5°C), demonstrated that asphalt mastic mixtures containing fibres outperformed standard mixtures, i.e. mixtures that did not contain fibres. Asphalt mastic mixtures containing fibres were 36% stronger than those without. The results from the tests conducted at 20°C (Figure 14 a), show good recovery of material strength for both materials, with and without fibres. Overall, the results indicate very good strength recovery by the material without fibres (Figure 14 b), which reduces the requirement for the fibres, i.e. healing system, in the mix. However, the asphalt mastic mixtures containing fibres encapsulating rejuvenator showed better stiffness recovery in comparison to the mixtures without fibres. This finding indicates that bitumen in the mix was rejuvenated and that the mix will be less prone to rutting damage. These results show the potential for using rejuvenator encapsulated in alginate compartmented fibres to improve the strength of self-healing asphalt pavements following minor damage.
A second test, performed at a low temperature (-5°C), was conducted to investigate strength recovery and healing efficiency after large crack propagation. The results, shown in Figure 15, confirm that the samples containing fibres and encapsulated rejuvenator have a better healing efficiency. However, healing efficiency was very low in both asphalt mixtures.

- 1st healing stage (3h after testing) specimens with fibres recovered 10% of its strength,
- 2nd healing stage (12h after test) strength recovery fell to 5%.

Whereas for specimens without fibres:
- 1st healing stage (3h after testing) specimens recovered only 5% of their strength,
- 2nd healing stage (12h after test) specimens showed no strength recovery.

These test results indicate that the self-healing mechanisms perform better when healing micro cracks than macro cracks. To increase healing efficiency at large crack or where there has been extensive damage, a higher amount of rejuvenator must be supplied to the damage site or the healing temperature must be increased.

Figure 14 Typical 3PBT load vs deflection plots for asphalt mastic mix at 20°C, at varying healing stages: a) mix containing fibres, b) mix without fibres.
Another important material property to be considered in the healing efficiency evaluation is elastic modulus (E). This material property is important because it indicates the level of load/deformation that the material can withstand. Figure 16 and Figure 17 summarise the materials modulus of elasticity and its recovery after healing. The results show that asphalt mixtures containing fibres have a much higher modulus of elasticity in comparison to control mixtures at both test temperatures (-5°C and 20°C). However, mixtures without fibres, at a test temperature of 20°C (Figure 16b), have better initial modulus recovery, after the 1st healing cycle. This is because once fibres are broken in the asphalt mortar mix, they cannot be healed, thus reduction in stiffness is higher between the 1st bending and 2nd bending (after first healing event). However, this is compensated by significantly higher modulus. The results show that the initial modulus of the mixtures without fibres, is equal to the modulus of test samples with fibres after third healing, fourth test.
4. Conclusions

This work has demonstrated how alginate comparted fibres can be used for the encapsulation of rejuvenator and how they perform within asphalt mastic mixtures. The results demonstrated that alginate fibres survived the asphalt mix production process and can increase the strength of the asphalt mastic mixture by 36%. The mechanical properties of the fibres allow local failure and compartment opening before asphalt mastic mixture failure hereby locally releasing the healing agent (i.e. rejuvenator). The research illustrated that alginate fibres were capable of healing local micro cracks when the asphalt mastic mixtures sustained low level of damage. However, once major damage occurred to the asphalt mastic mixture, the alginate fibres could only promote residual healing. This preliminary study indicates that alginate fibres encapsulating bitumen rejuvenator have the potential to heal asphalt mastic mixtures. As a result, they hold potential for the future development of self-healing asphalt technology.
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